Make a beeline for the Queen’s Suite
Harrogate Christmas & Gift extends to seven separate halls of the Harrogate International Centre
this year with the inclusion of the Queen’s Suite for the very first time. This new hall provides the
home to 21 exhibitors of which 13 are brand new companies attending the show, including
Hometown World Ltd, Nutscene (1922) Ltd, Fountasia International and Westbury Garden Products.
A firm favourite – Gardman Ltd (Stand QS20) – is also moving into the Queen’s Suite this year – and
with all this plus a new catering facility within makes it a firm point of interest for all visitors
attending the show.
For a full list of exhibitors visit www.harrogatefair.com

Tasteful textiles
One of the oldest – if not the oldest – linen manufacturing firms in
this country is Walton & Co Limited, manufacturers of household
lines which has works at Castle Mills, Knaresborough, Yorkshire.
Today, Walton & Co is a leading wholesaler of textile and home
furnishings sourced from Europe, India and the Far East for the
European retail market. Its team of designers, who draw their
inspiration from a variety of commercial influences, ensure its
seasonal merchandise coordinates with the latest home fashions.
Visit Walton and Co Ltd on Stand A35

Colourful collection
Jonart Design is exhibiting its new and exclusive ranges of festive and
celebratory decorations.
The Harlequinade Collection brings the colour and spectacle of Venetian
revels, consists of medium and large multi-facetted shatter-proof
baubles. The Princess Collection theme is the romantic stories of Swan
Lake, and Disney's Frozen; combining the soft touch of snow with the
brilliance of ice. The Romanov Collection, in hand-blown glass, echoes
the famed bejewelled eggs and baubles of Imperial Russia.
Visit Jonart Design on Stand QS74

Tantalising tinsel
Mister Tinsel is founded on the bedrock experience of its managing director Ian
Norris, possibly the UKs most experienced tinsel manufacturer with over 240 million metres
of bespoke tinsel/garland designs under his belt.
Having supplied UK made tinsel to an enviable
and unparalleled retail base Ian feels that the ability to provide
unique design solutions to any price-point will enable his exciting
new company to stand out from the crowd, commenting:
"Our fantastic brand-new 2016 range is unique in that it offers
superior 10-ply quality products for less than the
marketplace lower specification prices therefore Mister Tinsel
is offering customers massively more value and quality for their
money."
Visit Mister Tinsel on Stand B7

